
Characters D6 / General Maximilian Veers (Human Imperial Officer)

Name: General Maximilian Veers

Homeworld: Denon

Species: Human

Gender: Male

Height: 1.93 meters

Mass: 82 kilograms

Hair color: Brown

Eye color: Hazel

Skin color: Fair

DEXTERITY: 3D

        Blaster: 6D

        Blaster Artillery: 5D

        Brawling Parry: 5D+1

        Dodge: 5D+2

        Vehicle Blasters: 6D

KNOWLEDGE: 2D+2

        Alien species: 3D+1

        Bureaucracy: 5D+2

        Cultures: 3D+2

        Languages: 4D+1

        Planetary Systems: 6D

        Tactics: 6D

        Tactics; Ground: 8D

        Willpower: 5D

PERCEPTION: 3D

        Bargain: 4D

        Command: 7D

        Search: 5D

STRENGTH: 3D

        Brawling: 5D+1

MECHANICAL: 3D

        Repulsorlift Operation: 4D+2

        Space Transports: 4D

        Starship Weapons: 4D+1

        Walker Operation 6D+1

TECHNICAL: 3D

        Blaster Repair: 4D+2

        Security: 4D+1

        Walker Repair: 5D+1



Move: 10

Force Points: 2

Dark Side Points: 2

Character Points: 6

Equipment: 500 Credits

        Imperial Uniform, Imperial Officer Battle Armour (+1D vs Physical, +2 vs Energy), Blaster Pistol

(4D), Blaster Rifle (5D), Comlink, Code Cylinders

Description: Maximilian Veers was a human male who served as a general in the Galactic Empire's army.

In that capacity, he fought in the Galactic Civil War, which pitted the Galactic Empire against the Rebel

Alliance. Veers was famous for his leadership during the Imperial assault on the then Rebellion-occupied

Hoth system, during which he led a squadron of AT-AT walkers past Rebel defenses and personally

destroyed the shield generator powering Rebel base's deflector shield. His leadership in the battle was

critical to the successful takeover of the Hoth planetary system, a key victory for the Galactic Empire.

Veers himself was critically injured during the battle when a Rogue Squadron snowspeeder crashed into

his AT-AT's cockpit, destroying the walker, but ultimately survived.

Biography

Early service

A human male, Maximilian Veers was born on the planet of Denon. In time, he came to serve as an army

officer of the Galactic Empire, an authoritarian regime that governed most of the galaxy. As such, he was

involved in the Empire's struggle against the Rebel Alliance, which contested the rule of Emperor

Palpatine. Rising in the ranks through cunning and courage, Veers took part in over a dozen battles,

including conflicts against the Zalorians on Zaloriis and the Culroonians on Culroon III. Aside from being

a brilliant army officer, Veers was also a husband and a father.

Veers was eventually assigned to the Death Star battle station, but was ultimately not on board during

the Battle of Yavin, where it was destroyed by the Rebel Alliance. The destruction of the Death Star also

helped accelerate his career due to the large amount of Imperial officers killed during the battle.

Following the Battle of Yavin, Veers already served as a general. At that time, he was tasked with hunting

down a governor who betrayed the Empire and locating the former senator Johhar Kessen. The Empire

believed that Kessen would play a key role in finding the location of the Rebel Alliance's new

headquarters, and for the duration of that mission, Veers was assisted by Captain Kosh, an officer

stationed on Tatooine and in command of the 68th Legion.

Weeds in a storm

Sometime later, Veers along with Admiral Kendal Ozzel, travel to the planet Mustafar to meet with Darth

Vader, the Emperor's dark enforcer, at his castle. Veers stood along side Ozzel behind Vader as the Sith

Lord looked out over the Mustafar landscape. After the admiral stated that the rebels were vermin and

asked Vader on how they would eliminate them, Veers spoke up and informed Ozzel that he was



mistaken. He stated that the rebels were not vermin but weeds and that the Empire was like a storm.

Veers went on to explain that in a storm, weeds are able to bend and survive just as the Rebellion was

capable of doing despite the Empire's constant attacks. The general went on to say that if the Rebels

were more like a tree, sturdy and rooted in one place, then it would be different. Veers went on to

comment that until the situation changed, the Rebels would continue to slip through their fingers. His

comment caused Vader to then recall the same statement Princess Leia made to Grand Moff Tarkin.

Vader stated that Veers made an interesting point and went on to explain their next course of action

against the Rebels.

Searching for the Rebel base

Shortly thereafter, Darth Vader launched Project Swarm, under which thousands of Viper probe droids

were dispatched across the galaxy in an effort to discover the location of the new Rebel base. Incensed

by the lack of quick progress, Vader ended up executing the project's supervisor, Major Yaltza. As a

result, General Veers was put in charge of the operation and transferred to the Executor, the flagship of

Vader's own flotilla, Death Squadron. When Professor Ud pointed out that the Rebels had used at least

one ancient site in the past, Veers assembled a team of archaeological consultants that notably included

the rogue scholar Chelli Aphra. The first lead they investigated was a deathshrine of the Central Isopter

buried in the Kartovian Formation, on Ash Moon 1. Veers himself took part in the ensuing expedition.

Although the ground crew did not find anything resembling a military base there, Professor Ud was killed

after activating a structural trigger, and Aphra's father Korin was found lurking on the premises and

arrested.

Aboard the Executor, Veers often clashed ideologically with Ozzel, his superior. While Ozzel preferred a

measured, calculated approach to military strategy, Veers was more doggedly loyal to the personal

whims of Vader, making him a favored figure among the Imperial hierarchy.

Eventually, one of the Viper droids detected signs of an occupied settlement on the sixth planet of Hoth,

a system located in the Anoat sector of the galactic Outer Rim. On the Executor, Veers joined the panel

of officers who reviewed the droid's data, along with Vader, Ozzel and his subordinate, Captain Firmus

Piett. While Vader immediately identified the data as proof of the Rebellion, Ozzel was more skeptical.

Vader ultimately ordered the fleet to investigate the Hoth system, and Veers began to prepare for the

assault.

Imperial hero of Hoth

Ozzel's approved lightspeed course, intended to surprise the Rebellion, brought the Imperial fleet out of

lightspeed close to the system. As a result, Rebel forces on the planet's surface had time to prepare a

defense plan and organize an evacuation. Due to a localized energy shield protecting the base and

power generator, orbital bombardment of the base was considered to be an ineffective attack strategy.

After informing Vader of such information, Veers was ordered to lead a ground assault on the power

generator and disable the energy shield. Vader then executed Ozzel and promoted Piett to Admiral.

Veers, who had always kept a low profile in front of Vader, had been offered a chance to correct Ozzel's

mistake. His squadron of Imperial AT-AT walkers were deployed beyond the border of the energy shield,



allowing a ground approach to be made. Veers led the squadron into the Echo Base mountain valley,

facing heavy Rebel ground fire as he approached the shield generators. The general led his troops from

the front, in the cockpit of the lead walker, as the Rebels prepared to evacuate their headquarters. A

group of snowspeeders led by Rebel Commander Luke Skywalker tried to delay Veers' force, destroying

two walkers. As Rebel ground forces retreated, Veers ordered his walker to fire on the shield generator,

destroying it. The generator's destruction marked the end of the Rebel defense, allowing Vader and his

men to land on Hoth and break into the base, and demonstrating Veers' effectiveness as a military

commander. During the battle, Blizzard 1 was decapitated when a snowspeeder flown by Derek Klivian

crashed into it. The action injured Veers to the point of nearing death, but his unyielding devotion to

carrying out Vader's will allowed him to stay conscious and ultimately survive long enough for Imperial

medics to assist him. Veers later infiltrated Echo Base with his snowtroopers.

Personality and traits

Maximilian Veers was a powerfully built man with brown hair and eyes. Weighing 82 kilogram and

standing 1.93 meters, he was ten centimeters taller than the average stormtroopers, the Empire's white-

armored shock troops.

Veers was a brilliant tactician, and a cool and efficient officer. He did not hesitate to put himself in harm's

way on the front line, wearing Imperial officer battle armor. Cunning and capable, he was also devoted to

his family. Because of those qualities, he was viewed as a model Imperial officer. An effective and

decorated officer, Veers enjoyed the respect of his peers thanks to an impressive record of ground

combat, and due to Veers' calm demeanor during battle he earned respect from Darth Vader himself.

Although he always seemed very sure of himself when talking to Vader, Veers had learned to tread lightly

around the Sith Lord, fearing both the mysterious power he wielded and his volatile temperament. For

example, when Veers went to see Vader in his quarters, he was not bold enough to interrupt the

meditating Sith, but stood quietly at attention until he spoke.

Equipment

On the battlefield, Veers wore a grey-green chest armor over his duty uniform, and a matching open face

helmet with an ample rear skirt and a black chin strap. 
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